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With Slight Advantage Now, Biden Has a
Chance to Put His Stamp on Housing Policy
By John J. McKechnie

T

he Biden administration took office in January, and with the
surprise Democratic sweep of both Senate seats in Georgia, it
means that, for the first time since 2010, Democrats will control
both chambers of Congress as well as the Presidency.
While those majorities are narrow in both Chambers, they are
significant in that they provide incoming President Joe Biden with an
opportunity to put his stamp on policy.
Specifically, Senate control for Democrats means that Biden will have more
latitude with appointments, including
those that will shape the debate over
housing finance issues in Washington.
Credit unions would be wise to pay
close attention to possible changes to
GSEs and the mortgage finance space,
particularly concerning access to the
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secondary market.
Here are a few items for credit union
lending professionals to consider:
GSE Conservatorship Conflict: The
most important factor regarding possible GSE reform is FHFA Director
Mark Calabria, or more specifically,
his ability to stay in office until his
term ends in April 2024. The Biden ad-

ministration may seek to force him out
earlier, but their ability to do so hinges
on a case pending before the Supreme
Court that is expected to be decided in
June.
According to congressional sources,
housing finance expert Mark Zandi
and Wharton School of Finance Professor Susan Wachter are on Biden’s
short list to replace Calabria if the high
court decides he can be replaced before his term is finished.
Actions already underway by Calabria are likely to create tension with
the new Administration, according to
senior Hill Democrats with ties to the
incoming Biden team. These include
the new Fannie/Freddie capital rule,
issued last November 18, and changes
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